
University of Waterloo
ECE 688: Nonlinear Systems

Winter 2022 (tentative)

Lectures:

Instructor: Prof. Christopher Nielsen.
Office hours: By appointment.
Contact: cnielsen@uwaterloo.ca.
Website: http://learn.uwaterloo.ca/

Course description: Virtually all systems are nonlinear in nature. Sometimes it is possible to
describe the operation of a system by a linear model. This is the case, for example, if the mode of
operation of the system does not deviate too much from the “nominal” set of operating conditions.
But in analyzing the behaviour of any system, one often encounters situations where the linearized
model is inadequate or inaccurate. That is the time that the material covered in this course may
prove useful.

In this course we cover classical and modern approaches to the analysis of finite-dimensional,
deterministic, nonlinear systems modeled by ordinary differential equations with an emphasis on
stability, robustness and the effect of interconnecting dynamical system and provide an introduc-
tion to nonlinear stabilization. The material in this course may appeal to engineers interested in a
rigorous treatment of nonlinear systems and finds applications in every branch of engineering.

Recommended background: Undergraduate calculus and linear algebra; some exposure to state-
space models.

Text: Course notes are available on the course website. The optional suggested textbook is

Nonlinear Systems, 3rd edition, H.K. Khalil.

Additional references

• Nonlinear Systems Analysis, 2nd edition. M. Vidyasagar (2002).

• Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Control: A Lyapunov-Based Approach. W. Haddad and
V. Chellaboina (2008).

• Differential Equations, Dynamical Systems, and Linear Algebra. M. Hirsch and S. Smale
(1974).

Evaluation:

50% Final exam: open book.
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35% Assignments: Four (4) assignments spread over the term.

5% Student delivered tutorials (if sufficient enrolment). Schedule to be determined.

10% Course project.

Tentative Topics List:

1. Introduction to nonlinear models and phenomena
Examples.

2. Mathematical preliminaries
Norms, basic topology, continuity and differentiation.

3. Dynamical systems and differential equations
Dynamical systems, vector fields and local flows, existence and uniqueness.

4. Key concepts in dynamics
Equilibria and closed orbits, invariant sets, limit sets, linearization of nonlinear systems.

5. Stability theory
Notions of stability, Lyapunov’s direct method, the invariance principle, exponential stability
and linearization, converse theorems.

6. Introduction to nonlinear stabilization
Control Lyapunov functions, Artstein-Sontag theorem, Brockett’s necessary conditions for
continuous stabilizability.

7. Passive systems
Definitions, passivity-based stabilization, application to Hamiltonian control systems, damp-
ing control.

Academic integrity, grievance, discipline, appeals and note for students with disabilities:
Academic integrity: In order to maintain a culture of
academic integrity, members of the University of Wa-
terloo community are expected to promote honesty,
trust, fairness, respect and responsibility. [Check
www.uwaterloo.ca/academicintegrity/ for more infor-
mation.]

Grievance: A student who believes that a decision affecting
some aspect of his/her university life has been unfair or
unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance.
Read Policy 70, Student Petitions and Grievances, Section
4, www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infosec/Policies/policy70.htm.
When in doubt please be certain to contact the department’s
administrative assistant who will provide further assistance.

Discipline: A student is expected to know what
constitutes academic integrity [check www.uwaterloo.ca/

academicintegrity/] to avoid committing an academic of-
fence, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student
who is unsure whether an action constitutes an offence, or
who needs help in learning how to avoid offences (e.g., plagia-
rism, cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration
should seek guidance from the course instructor, academic ad-
visor, or the undergraduate Associate Dean.

For information on categories of offences and types of penal-
ties, students should refer to Policy 71, Student Discipline,
www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infosec/Policies/policy71.htm.
For typical penalties check Guidelines for the Assessment of
Penalties,
www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infosec/guidelines/

penaltyguidelines.htm.

Appeals: A decision made or penalty imposed under Policy
70 (Student Petitions and Grievances) (other than a petition)
or Policy 71 (Student Discipline) may be appealed if there
is a ground. A student who believes he/she has a ground
for an appeal should refer to Policy 72 (Student Appeals)
www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infosec/Policies/policy72.htm.

Note for students with disabilities: AccessAbility Services, lo-
cated in Needles Hall, Room 1401, collaborates with all aca-
demic departments to arrange appropriate accommodations
for students with disabilities without compromising the aca-
demic integrity of the curriculum. If you require academic ac-
commodations to lessen the impact of your disability, please
register with AccessAbility Services at the beginning of each
academic term.
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